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Abstract.This paper contains an analysis of the results of turbocharger biogas engine indication.
The engine is equipped with the thyristor ignition system with adaptation control of discharge
energy. That system selects proper level of energy using the method of sampling. It was stated
that this kind of ignition system can cause sporadic fallout of ignition with significantly increase
unrepeatable consecutive work cycles.

1. Introduction

The adaptive systems with an automatic control of discharge energy are applied in
some modem gas engines. Operation of these systems depends on cyclic changes in
discharge energy level.

2. Results of measurements

Indicating of biogas engine (643 cycles in 8 series at 80+81 cycles) was done for
every 1 degree of crank angle for mean effective power Nor= 525 kW, what corresponds to
mean effective work 1,09 MItm3

.

An analysis of indicator diagrams and heat release process was carried out by using
program "SILNIK", where combustion process is approximated by the zero-dimensional,
two-zones model, which takes into account variable mole fractions of ten half-ideal gases.

Indicated work in consecutive cycles is shown in Figure l a, Fragments included
cycles chosen because of value of indicated work outside of 95% of parameter value
dispersion limits are shown in Figure lb and lc. Large concentration of points is situated in
indicated work limit from 0,95 to 1,20 MItm3

. Four cycles (no.305 and 306, 425 and 426)
taken to the separate analysis go beyond these limits.

3. An analysis of anomaly cycles

Numerical analysis of anomaly cycles shows that these cycles occur in pairs. The
first cycle (no. 304, Figure 2) possesses parameters, which are insignificantly different from
mean values of these parameters. In the second cycle (no. 305) ignition and combustion are
not present. This is show in Figure 3. During this cycle cylinder is ventilate and residual
gases are displaced from cylinder to a large extent then at other combustion cycles. For this
reason the value ofindicated work increases in next cycle (no. 306).
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Figure, 1a. Indicatedwork in consecutive 643 cycles; meanindicatedwork in whole series 1.09
MJ/m'.

Extreme lines represents 95% ofdispersion limits.
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Figure 1b. Indicatedworkin consecutive cycles (no, 280+330);
mean indicatedwork in whole series 1.09MJ/m' (zoom ofFigure 1a)

Extreme lines represents 95% ofdispersion limits,
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Figure lc. Indicated work in consecutive cycles (no. 400+450);
mean indicated work in whole series 1,09 MJ/m' (zoom ofFigure 1a)

Extreme lines represents 95% ofdispersion limits.
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Figure 2. Indicated diagram and heat release in cycle no. 304; indicated work = 1,03 MJlmJ
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Figure 3. Indicateddiagramand heat release in cycleno. 305 (cycle without ignition).

The cycle without the ignition is used to control the position of top dead centre
marker with thermodynamic method. This method is based on statement that in real engine
maximal pressure peak is displaced with ~<p angle before top dead centre (Figure 4). This

displacement occurs as a result of the cylinder leakage (~<pd and the heat exchange with

the walls (~<pw)'
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Figure 4. Developedindicatordiagram for cyclewithoutignition (zoom)

After cycle without ignition (in this cycle parameters possess minimal values in a
whole series) cycle with the maximal parameter values in a whole series occurs. This is
shown in Figure 5. Cycles no. 425, 426 and 427 are insignificantly different from above.

Figure 6 shows mean course of643 cycles series for comparison of the above cycles.
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The temperature of the fresh charge zone increase in 5,08% in consecutive cycles
without ignition (Table 2). This effect can lead to knocking combustion in engines with the
high compression ratio.

Table 2. Thechanges in tbemaximal temperature in fresh char e zone in consecutive cycles,

No. of cycle 305 306 307

Temperature of fresh charge zone 100% 94,47% 105,08%

4. Conclusion

The sampling of cycles, analysed above was realised for mean indicated work at 1,09
MJ/m3 level. This is the highest level of the indicated work, where the cycles without
ignition and combustion were recorded.

Values of combustion process parameters and dispersion limits of these values for
biogas engine were calculated with the use of 95% confidence intervals [7]. These values
are higher then values reported in [6] and [8], but in these papers dispersion limits were
calculated using different method (COY).

Sampling for power lower then analysed confirm the existence of cycles without
ignition and combustion. This fact has an influence on large dispersion of values of
combustion process parameters in engines.

One can conclude that adaptive system with automatic control of discharge energy
enabled sporadically absence of ignition and has negative effect on the engine work. This
effect causes the increase in non-uniformity of engine work and non-repeatability of engine
cycles, and causes the introduction of considerable quantity of non-bum mixture to exhaust
system. That fact is disadvantageous in case of systems equipped with catalyst.
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